BAM! 3 SEATER SOFA
BAM! 3 Seater Sofa
BA-03 450 00
€5614
Please note – prices do not include VAT.

Fabric Supplier

Specifications
Width: 888 mm

Depth: 1800 mm

Height: 790 mm

Product image may differ from your
selection.

Seat Height: 380 mm

Description

Information

BAM! is a sofa reduced to its basic geometry with two
block-shaped volumes creating a seat and back. The
design has clear influences from Pop Art culture, and
as the name suggests, the sofa leaves the spectator
with a sudden and distinct first impression.

Designer: Chris Martin

Year: 2021

The legs come upholstered in the same textile as the
seat and back. Both its design and supporting function
draw their inspiration from Gothic buttresses.
The included cushions are filled with recycled goose
and duck feathers from old down products. One of the
cushions has been designed with details of a black
large embroidered patch with the text BAM!, a nod to
the American artist Roy Lichenstein.
BAM! is delivered disassembled in flat packages, for a
climate-smart transport. The flat packages are also
easy to transport and assemble, where a few
components are connected with a smart wedge fitting.

Instructions for Fabric
Leather is a living material that matures beautifully if
treated properly. You should therefore consider the
following:
Never place leather furniture closer than 20-30 cm to a
radiator or in direct sunlight.
Vacuum clean leather often with a soft brush and,
when necessary, clean any exposed surfaces, such as
armrests and headrests. For stains that are watersoluble, dampen the area and dry using a paper towel.
If you should get a stain that cannot be removed, never
experiment with strong solvents or chemicals. The
problem could get worse, needing to be repaired:
instead return to the store from which you purchased
the furniture and ask for advice. If the staff cannot
answer, ask them to contact the manufacturer for the
correct advice.
For you to be able to take the best possible care of your
leather furniture, Elmo has developed a water-based
leather care programme with a cleaning (leather
cleaner) and a protective (leather protection)
component.

